The /-connectivity ~c/(G) of a graph G of order p ~>/-I is the minimum number of vertices that are required to be deleted from G to produce a graph with at least f components or with fewer than /' vertices. Extremal graphs are investigated and bounds established on the number of edges in graphs of given order and f-connectivity.
Introduction
The generalized connectivity or f-connectivity of a graph G, was first introduced in 1984 by Chartrand et al. [2] by generalising the concept of the connectivity of a graph.
For #~>2, the #-connectiviO, K/(G) of a graph G of order p>~{-1 is defined as the minimum number of verticesthat are required to be deleted from G to produce a graph with at least/' components or with fewer than { vertices. So ~c2(G) ~c(G). The parameter may be used to assess the ability of a graph to withstand disintegration into a specified, unacceptably large number of components due to the removal of vertices. For instance, the star KL2,,, and the path P~_>,, have the same order, size and connectivity, but K/(P2 .... I)={-1 > 1 =~c/(Ki,2,,,) for 2 < {<~m.
The toughness of a graph G, t(G), introduced by Chviital in 1973 has been widely studied, frequently in connection with the hamiltonicity and existence of k-factors of G (see, for example, [1, 4, 5, 8 
]). We note that, for incomplete graphs G, t(G) = minz <¢ <p(Kc.( G)/{).
Since the problem of determining whether the independence number fl(G) of a graph G, of order p>~(, is at least { is NP-complete and since fl(G)>~( if and only if fez(G) ~ p -{ + 1, it follows that the problem of determining whether 1eL(G) ¢ p -{ + 1 is NP-complete. A graph is (n,d)-connected if Kp(G)>~n. So n-connected graphs are the (n, 2 )-connected graphs.
Unfortunately, there are no known efficient algorithms for computing ~c~(G) for a graph G. In [2, 7] sharp bounds for ~ct(G) are established.
The notation and terminology of [3] will be used unless otherwise specified. In particular, a (p,q) graph G has (finite) order p, size q and contains no loops or multiple edges.
Maximum graphs
Let n,{,p E N with {I->2 and p>~{+ n. A connected graph G is (n, {)-maximal if G is not complete, ~c/(G) = n and ~c~(G + e) > n for every edge e E E(G). The largest integer q for which there exists a connected (p,q) graph G of given order p, such that ~ct(G) = n is denoted by Qnj(p). It follows that in order to obtain an (n, {)-maximum graph of order p, we should choose Pl =P2 .....
Minimum graphs
Let n,d,p E N with d>J2 and p>~d+n. A graph G is (n,d)-minimal if ~ct(G) = n and ~cz(G -e) < n for every edge e E E(G). The smallest integer q for which there exists a (p,q) graph G of given order p, such that ~c/(G) -----n is denoted by qn, L(P). A graph G = G(p,q) with q = qn, t(P) and ~cz(G) = n is called an (n, {)-minimum graph and will be denoted by G,,t(p).
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The class of (n, {)-minimum graphs will be denoted by 9,,,/ and 9n./(p) denotes the set of all graphs in 9n./ of order p. By definition (n, #)-minimum graphs are (n, #)-minimal. However, the converse is not true, as can be seen in Fig. 1 where both graphs are (2,2)-minimal.
The characterisation of graphs of 9,,./ proves to be more difficult than that of the (n, ()-maximum graphs eharacterised above. However, the graphs of 9,,,/ could be useful in designing an economical communication network which is deemed to be operational or repairable if, after the simultaneous failure of fewer than n of its centres, at least ( centres and fewer than # components remain. The graphs in 9,1./ will represent such networks with the minimum number of links.
We first prove two general results. Proof. Let TC V(G) such that k(G-T)~>3 and IT I = n.
For e E E(G), ~:3(G -e)<,n -1; say x3(G -e) = me<~n -1 and denote by S,, an me-set of vertices of G such that k( G -e -Se)~>3. We note that k( G -e -S,, ) = 3. otherwise, if k(G-e-S e)>/4, it follows that k(G-Se)~>3, contrary to the assumption that tc3(G) = n. Furthermore, e is a bridge of G-Se; so either the component GI, (say) of G-Se that contains e is isomorphic to K2 or p(G1)>~3, and the (m + l)-set S,', = SeU{u} (where u is the end vertex of e in a nontrivial component of G-e-Se) satisfies k(G-S')>~3 which implies that me+ 1 >~n. Hence, in this latter case, K3(G-e) = n-I (and so, if G is (n, 3)-minimum, q,,_ L, 3 
(P) ~< q(G -e) <~ q,,, 3(p) -1 ).
We now assume that the statement of the theorem is invalid and that n is the smallest integer (n 1> 2) for which G provides a counterexample to the theorem. Then m,, ~<n-2 for each e
C E(G). Let b C T; then K3(G-b)<~n-1 (as k(G-b-(T-{b)))>~3) and tc3(G-b)>~n-I (as K3(G)~>n); hence K3(G-b) = n-1. For e E E(G-b) we note that K3(G -e) = me ~<n -2 and e joins two trivial components of G -e -St,. Furthermore, either k(G-b-e-Se)>~3 or (b) is a trivial component of G-e-Se and k(G-e-S,,) =:
3. In the latter case it follows that G-e-Se has (only) three trivial components, whence p = me + 3 < p, a contradiction. Hence k(G -b -e -S,,)~>3, ISet ~<n -2 for each e E E(G-b) and G-b is an (n -1,3) graph of order p-1. Eq
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Theorem 2. Table 1 .
q,,,/(p) < q~,/-l(P).

Proof. Obviously q,,,/(p)<<,q,,,~-l(p)
We next provide infinite classes of relevant graphs Gn,3(p) for p>~n + 3. 
Ui. Finally we conjecture that, for p~n+( and n,{>~2, both qn 1,/(P) < %/(P) and qn./(P-1) < qn,~(P). It should be noted that the validity of these statements in the case where / = 2 follows from our knowledge of the exact value of q~, 2(p)(= Ipn/21 ) and that the proofs of the above conjectures (if true) may be dependent on the establishment of a corresponding value of q~,/(p) for f~>3.
